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Landscape Development takes the COVID 19 Pandemic very seriously we have taken every measure
to ensure that our Essential Business meets and even goes above and beyond the guidelines put forth
by the state. We are a full service company and are here to provide you with Peace of Mind when you
need it most.
Here are our LDI Guidelines for Responding to COVID-19:
Adopted a Modified Sick leave policy to pay workers up to 10 sick days in cases where they have been
exposed to a COVID-19 infected person, been diagnosed with COVID-19, are medically quarantined, or
have a contagious illness (flu, cold).
Adopted Company protocol to encourage workers to stay home when sick and to send workers home
who are sick or exhibit COVID-19 symptoms.
Encouraged and utilized telecommuting arrangements; as of now, approximately 80% of office workforce is working from home.
Adopted internal safe-distancing practices, in addition to 6-foot standard. These include:
Eliminated “office sharing,” wherever possible, reassigning employees to private offices and work
spaces
Staggering shift start times at field dispatch locations to eliminate large group congregation
Adopted vehicle passenger policy to limit exposure for employees/crews while riding in Company vehicles
Transitioned to video and teleconferencing for team meetings wherever possible
Modified our Daily Safety Checklist (reviewed and completed every day by each crew) to include section on Coronavirus Safety, with checklist to ensure all crews have updated information, surface disinfectant supplies, handwashing soap and water source, other proper PPE, and as mentioned by Mark
below, are not exhibiting COVID-19 symptoms.
Assign “Social Distancing” Lesson for review by all crews as the weekly Safety Training topic
Prohibiting visitors and vendors from entering our offices
Distributed awareness and policy information to all employees including: Dissemination of Company
Coronavirus Protocol to all employees as a pay check attachment (bilingual), direct regular communications to Foremen via email, safety applications, and ongoing site inspection/training visits by Safety
Officers.
Developed a Jobsite COVID-19 Safety Inspection tool for use by field managers (Superintendents and
Account Managers) each time they visit a job site - will be launched 4/3
Dedicated our Foreman and management Safety calls, each held biweekly, to discussion and awareness of Coronavirus prevention topics and updates.
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Electronic Daily Safety task list includes:
1. Asking each crew member if they have a fever/feel well
2. Remind them of social distancing before and after work as well as breaktime
3. Every truck is supplied with cleaning solution (bleach and water) to wipe down
vehicles and tools each day
4. Every truck is supplied with soap and has identified a place or way to wash their
hands on every jobsite
5. Every employee is supplied with a mandatory reusable mask for protection.
6. Reduced the number of employees in all our vehicles to meet social distancing
guidelines
7. Dedicated superintendent call twice a week to discuss, address and implement
changes necessary to ensure field safety

The safety of our crews and all that are working is of top priority to us at LDI. We want to
provide you with all of our safety guidelines
to bring you Peace of Mind and let you know
that we are going above and beyond when
you need it most.

As the COVID-19 health crisis continues to evolve, so too will Landscape
Development’s efforts to ensure that our jobsites are practicing common
sense procedures to help reduce the possibility of transmission of the
virus.
We remain focused not only on safeguarding the health of our workers,
but also on maintaining the commitment we have to our clients, trade
partners and the thousands of current and future California development
projects underway, from single home developments, multifamily living,
distrubution centers, parks, HOA’s, municipalities, home owners, sports
fields, erosion control, tree work, construction and maintenance.

Continuing our promise to provide peace of mind has never
been more important.
Among the worksite adaptations being put in place are:
1. Instructing all workers to regularly and thoroughly wash hands with soap and water or use
alcohol based hand sanitizers while on job sites.
2. Posting CDC guidelines for hygiene in both English and Spanish, together with any locally
required signage, in conspicuous locations on all construction sites.
3. Recommending along with our trade partners and subcontractors that all workers perform a
daily health assessment before leaving their home in the morning. If they have a fever, or are
exhibiting any other COVID 19 symptoms, or other symptoms of sickness, or if they are in a
high risk category, are required or advised to stay home, or have immediate or close family
members who are sick, they should stay at home, notify their manager/employer and follow
CDC guidelines.
4. Requiring that any worker who displays symptoms of COVID or other illness to leave jobsites
immediately, with notification given to the worker’s appropriate management team.

Workers who fail to maintain 6 foot social distancing are subject to reprimand by their
appropriate builder, trade partner, or subcontractor employer.
6. Having an on site company supervisor who will coordinate and manage the COVID 19
response practices on each jobsite and perform regular jobsite inspections.
7. Recommending, in cooperation with our trade partners and subcontractors, that workers on
the jobsite not share equipment or tools except in instances where tools must be used by
more than one worker. Recommending that workers give special consideration to sanitizing
tools before being shared between workers.
8. Continuing to require usage of PPE when appropriate to job tasks, along with encouraging
the use of supplemental equipment, such as nitrile or latex gloves, when available.
Encouraging trade partners and subcontractors to provide supplemental PPE to their own
direct employees.
9. Staggering or otherwise altering the scheduling of trade partners to minimize the number of
trade teams working at a house at a time.
10. Prohibiting gatherings of 10 or more people at any time on the jobsite, including during lunch
and other breaks. Even under normal circumstances, houses under construction do not have
more than ten people working in them at any given time.
11. Recommending that all workers bring their own water jugs or bottled water to the jobsite;
that jobsites cease providing communal drinking water coolers for the time being, and
workers avoid sharing food or personal items.
12. Managing site deliveries to limit direct contact between workers, and to minimize the overall
headcount on the jobsite.
13. Recommending that the practice of ride sharing be discontinued until after the health crisis
has abated.
14. Cleaning and/or sanitizing shared surfaces frequently. Ensuring that portable jobsite toilets are
regularly cleaned and/or sanitized. Recommending that cleaning techniques such as those
employing pressurized air or water sprays not be used during this time in order to ensure that
those processes do not result in the generation of bio aerosols.
15. Recommending that homes/apartments be cleared of all workers during inspections to
lessen the potential for cross contamination between trade teams as inspectors or
officials move between work areas.
16. Conducting only emergency/selective warranty service and customer care activity on the
interior of homes.

17. Notifying builder site supervisors, COVID response coordinators, trade partners and
subcontractors that COVID related local and state site requirements, when different from
these workplace adaptations, will prevail on the jobsites.
18. Establishing practices to ensure proper reporting and notifications should any worker who
has been on the worksite be exposed to or diagnosed with COVID 19.
19. All LDI, ELM & EAM workers are mandated to use face coverings on all job sites. The mandate to
wear face masks and coverings is now in effect at all Los Angeles essential businesses.
Non-medical grade masks or face coverings are required in order to visit or work at an essential business.
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